Although the study of the Bible was central to early Humanities Computing efforts, now Biblical Studies and Religious Studies are marginal disciplines in the emerging field and Religious Studies must engage as critical participants or analysts. Moreover, our own field's expertise on the history of canon, orthodoxy, and commentary can contribute to shaping a more inclusive and self-critical Digital Humanities.
longstanding area of study, particularly religion and the Bible in film, on television, and on the internet. The use of digital and computational methods to conduct research and publish scholarship on the Bible and religion, however, is less widespread.
A search for the terms "Bible" or "biblical" in major peer-reviewed "Digital Humanities" periodicals produces some hits, but few with substantive treatment of the another that examines publishing practices in 19 th century religious presses (Cordell 2013) , and one about referencing and citing digital documents, including biblical and extra-canonical sources (Kalvesmaki 2014) . Literary and Linguistic Computing (now Digital Scholarship in the Humanities) has published far more-at least 31 articles on the Bible and its reception between 1987 and 2014; the densest period of publication, however, was the first five years, with ten articles from 1987 to 1991. In the past five years, only four have appeared. 1 If we dig a little deeper than the search results, we see that the Bible, when it appears elsewhere, is often treated as a foundational text, or research on the Bible is regarded as a foundational moment in Digital Humanities. For example, Geoffrey
Rockwell cites the building of biblical concordances as a methodology from which early text-analysis tools developed (Rockwell 2003, p. 212-213) . Many biblical scholars also use software programs ("tools") such as Logos or Accordance for their research and
teaching. Yet Biblical Studies' footprint in the field that defines itself as "Digital
Humanities" seems to be shrinking. The recent formation of a research group and a consultation in Digital Humanities in the European Association of Biblical Studies and the Society of Biblical Literature indicate that DH's presence in the field of Biblical Figure 2 isolates the "big three" ancient languages -Greek, Hebrew, Latin -in comparison to Coptic. As you can see, Coptic's presence is still pretty low, and has not budged much over 11 years. In the Digital Humanities, this marginalization of Coptic and other rare languages is even more visible, despite massive ancient and medieval manuscript digitization projects at Humanities" experience the barrier to entry for Digital Humanities as too high. We don't know where to begin, or how to begin, especially if we do not code.
The Digital Humanities as a field has reached a stage in relation to the rest of the Humanities academy in which there is an existing set of standards, methods, and technologies that form a kind of cultural capital. These standards, methods, and technologies have developed over decades, and now, I would argue, it is very difficult to be recognized as a "Digital Humanist" if you do not know and understand them. Projects that digitize texts are expected to encode according to the TEI guidelines. Scholars embarking on some kind of curatorial project involving video, photographs, or audio will likely hear advice to encode their metadata according to Dublin Core standards, and may be guided to use the tool Omeka. The days in which you can achieve reputation and status as a digital scholar in the Humanities by simply putting resources on the web are nearly over, if not over entirely.
This, I would argue, is the effect of cultural capital and institutional structures. In his famous essay "Cultural Reproduction and Social Reproduction," Pierre Bourdieu argued that institutions ("structures" in his words) can be (and have been) established that allow for the "controlled mobility of a limited category of individuals" and perpetuate existing class structures, including inequalities (1973, p. 258) . Education is in some ways the most nefarious of these institutions, because it perpetuates existing class power and privilege while masking this very activity: Indeed, among all the solutions put forward throughout history to the problem of the transmission of power and privileges, there surely does not exist one that is better adapted to societies which tend to refuse the most patent forms of the hereditary transmission of power and privileges, than that solution which the educational system provides by contributing to the reproduction of the structure of class relations and by concealing, by an apparently neutral attitude, the fact that it fills this function. Cottom has argued that access to education, often touted as the solution to economic and racial inequality, is not on its own the answer. Higher education does not transform the American class system-it replicates it, in no small part because higher education is so embedded in systems of institutional racism that it perpetuates rather than ameliorates social inequalities. "Degrees cannot fix the cumulative effect of structural racism that doesn't just reinforce the link between family wealth and returns to educational attainment in the labor market but exists as a primary function of that link," she writes where what were originally physically separate manuscripts or parts of manuscripts have been bound together and/or share the same call number." In the world of quote-unquote "oriental" manuscripts, especially Coptic, many originally intact codices were dismembered and distributed in pieces across the globe to multiple repositories. There was literally no good way according to the TEI guidelines to encode the fragmentation of
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Volume 5, Issue 1 (2016) https://jrmdc.com the codex. The tag <msPart> is explicitly for existing composite manuscripts, not an original manuscript broken into parts. Our project submitted a feature change request (Schroeder et al. 2015a ) to the TEI consortium, so that the element could be used for dismembered manuscripts. That request was approved in July, 2014, and then modified in May 2015 to provide a new element (<msFrag>) for fragments.
Our feature request to expand what annotations within the tag <m> for morpheme has also been approved (Schroeder et al. 2015b) . Coptic is a language that puts together various morphemes to create bound groups; its building blocks are not the same kind of self-standing "words" as in English and most Western European languages. We need to change the XML encoding standards to account for Coptic's difference, to allow annotation elements that other languages might use for "words" (inside the <w> tag) to appear also within morphemes. This is cultural capital-a system for encoding and extracting meaning for which certain populations literally have no access or must work that extra mile to gain access. Conversations about standards and uniformity persist in Digital Humanities. I think we in Biblical Studies and Religious Studies can contribute to this conversation about the nature of the field because of our expertise in historical debates about uniformity and diversity, namely debates about orthodoxy and canon. In early Christian history, we see assertions of a catholic (with a small "c") or universal church in the writings of Ignatius of Antioch in the second century. This term, "catholic," evolved in usage from the sense of "universal" to include the valence of orthodoxy: "catholic" as true and universal (which encompassed the orthodox church) stood in contrast to heresy, which was deemed both false and particular. Was there ever a catholic or universal community of Digital Humanities? The TEI Consortium in some ways strived to create such an institution, to provide an encoding canon for all who used humanities computing methodologies on text.
Irenaeus of Lyons famously wrote in Against Heresies about orthodoxy, positing that one truth, one faith had been handed down from the apostles until his own day to a universal church (Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. III.3). He also warned of the danger of spreading heresies-those of the Valentinians, the Gnostics, the Marcionites, who he claimed all diverged from the one true church. He produced a geneaology of heresy to match his genealogy of orthodoxy.
14 Unity characterizes orthodoxy's family tree-a universal
Volume 5, Issue 1 (2016) https://jrmdc.com church descended from the apostolic church. Diversity characterizes heresy's family tree-a multiplicity of religious communities diverging from and separating from the catholic church.
Unease over a multiplicity of encoding practices also concerned the Text Encoding Initiative during its first years. As Renear writes of the meeting that created the TEI guidelines:
Anxiety about the diversity of encoding systems appears early -one finds that at a 1965 conference on computers and literature for instance, an impromptu meeting was convened to discuss 'the establishment of a standard format for the encoding of text…a matter of great importance.' (Renear 2008, p. 232) Meaning making was at the heart of this move toward standardization and institutionalization. The emerging TEI standards concerned not only the "characters" and "transcription" of text but also the "encoding of structural and analytic features as well" -encoding for the extraction of meaning. As Renear explains:
The original motivation of TEI was to develop interchange guidelines that would allow projects to share textual data (and theories about that data) and promote the development of common tools. Developing such a language for the full range of human written culture, the full range of disciplinary perspectives on those objects, and the full range of competing theories was a daunting task. (ibid., p. 234)
The group sought to provide standards in order to ensure interoperability and the sharing of data and tools across projects: to create a universal church of Humanities Computing It is easy to talk about accommodating diversity, about interdisciplinarity, about multiculturalism, about communications across various intellectual gaps and divides.
But few efforts along these lines are more than superficial.... What is an object of critical contest and debate for one discipline, is theory-neutral data for another, and then completely invisible to a third… Practices that would seem to have much in common could vary radically-and yet have enough in common for differences to be a problem! And even where agreement in substance was obtained, disagreements over nuances of terminology for instance, could derail a tenuous agreement. (Renear and Mylonas 1999, p. 5) its own semantic integrity, where meaning is produced in dialogue and in relationship with the encoding itself as well as the encoding community (Renear 2008, p. 236 ).
Mylonas and Renear also point to community building as an even more important outcome of the TEI consortium than the standards themselves. This reminds me again of Ignatius and Irenaeus, who regarded the community of the universal church as the foundation of both doctrine and practice. It also brings to mind the Council of Nicaea, which was ostensibly in part about staking out the boundaries of a community.
The TEI has functioned as a case study here for examining the theoretical intersections between religion and Digital Humanities. There are a number of other mutually informative areas for further explanation; Ian Bogost's recent article in the Atlantic on faith in "black box" algorithms comes to mind . and specific computational practices into the field of the Digital Humanities is directly linked to the institutional funding that privileges canonical literary and historiographic objects and narratives." Making room for heresy and critique is particularly incumbent on those of us who have cultural capital. As mentors of students, and as reviewers of grant proposals, we need to make room for the non-canonical and the unorthodox.
Because there innovation and new knowledge lie.
We need to ensure access for our students to digital capital as cultural capital.
We need to cultivate privileged allies (cross-disciplinary collaborations, inter-institutional collaborations), and to recognize our own power within the academy. This is difficult work, and requires leveraging some measure of pre-existing cultural capital. Supporting our students' experimental work is essential. We can focus on the transformative power of our research rather than the drive to keep up with technology.
To paraphrase Skye, "digital and computational work" produces new worlds, Skye challenges us to be mindful of the kinds of academic spaces we create with our research and teaching methodologies.
In a time when humanities fields are increasingly under scrutiny and attack in what has come to be known as the "Humanities Crisis," please do not misconstrue my argument as claiming that the Digital Humanities can "save" an imperiled Biblical
Studies or Religious Studies. 15 Our fields need neither salvation nor a savior, as we of all people should understand, since our bread and butter is interrogating claims to salvation.
Rather, I argue that Digital Humanities needs our critical engagement. Like other related disciplines, we would be wise to make room for the digital and computational turn in the Humanities within our departments and our guilds at both the graduate and undergraduate levels and in research, for the Humanities has already turned. Moreover, our engagement with the digital and computational must be critical, in the spirit of the work of Digital
Humanists such as Elizabeth Losh (2014) or Jacqueline Wernimont (2013) in English,
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